Supporting young people to develop independence in managing their long-term condition

Aim Developing self-management skills is part of growing up for many young people with long-term conditions (LTCs) such as chronic kidney disease (CKD). However, young people can find it challenging to become independent at managing their LTC and there is limited evidence for how health-care professionals (HCPs) can support this process. This study aimed to find out how young people take on responsibility from their parents for managing their CKD and the HCP’s role during this process.

Methods A qualitative study, using a grounded theory approach. In-depth individual and dyad interviews were conducted with nine young people aged 13-17 years old with CKD, 11 parents and ten HCPs from renal multidisciplinary teams. Participants were recruited from two UK children’s renal units.

Results The transfer of self-management responsibility between young people, parents and HCPs is a fluid and bi-directional process. Both parents and HCPs view it as their ‘job’ and believe they have a responsibility to support the young person to become more involved in their health-care. Opposing tensions contribute to the complexity of the process, including: 1) Timing: parents consider the process of handing over self-management responsibility within a wider context of their child growing up and gaining independence. However, transition frameworks and statutory responsibilities impact on how HCPs support the transfer of responsibility and means that timing is service-led, rather than based on family’s needs. 2) Approach: young people, parents and HCPs appear to have different priorities and approaches; families initially focus on what self-management activities the child can ‘do’, whereas HCPs’ starting point looks at what the child ‘knows’. 3) Outcome: differing understandings and expectations around ‘effective’ self-management and what it means to be responsible can impact on what young people, parents, and HCPs each hope to achieve.

Conclusion The parent-to-child transfer of self-management responsibility is a complex process, shaped by various tensions. Establishing positive relationships between young people, parents and HCPs through building and maintaining trust appears essential in supporting young people to develop independence in managing their LTC.

Evaluation of a simulation-based training programme for doctors and medical students for improving communication skills with adolescents in military healthcare settings

Aim Evaluation of a 2-day training programme aiming at improving communication skills with adolescents (age 17 to 21) in military healthcare settings of: 1. Doctors of military recruitment centers (MRC); 2. Medical students of the Israeli Medical Corp.

Methods The programme focused on health issues typical to adolescents in military service: risk behaviours; pregnancy; birth control; depression; suicide; eating disorders, as well as on communication emphasizing a dignifying approach. The first day consisted of theoretical discussions. In the second day trainees exercised communication with patients regarding the topics addressed during the first day, utilizing simulation-based workshops. The trainees encountered simulated soldiers (actors) presenting 8 different health concerns. These trainee-actor encounters were video-recorded to be screened during debriefing sessions. At the end of the training workshop trainees completed a 6-grade-Likert-scale questionnaire rating the programme’s quality (actors’ performance, video recordings, facilitators’ contribution) and value (learning communication and clinical skills). They also rated their recommendation to include the programme in future educational courses for military doctors.

Results 118 MRC doctors were trained between 2007 and 2016. Comparing questionnaires of the first and second 5 years’ periods, demonstrated increased ratings: Average rates for the workshop’s quality were 4.6 and 5.4 respectively (p=0.01) and for its value 4.2 and 5.3 respectively (p=0.002). Average rates for including the programme in future courses were 4.6 and 5.5 respectively (p=0.01). The increase in military doctors’ recognition of the significance of training in doctor-patient communication in military healthcare settings led to the implementation of such training to 4th year medical students of the Israeli Medical Corp. 184 students were trained between 2014 and 2017. The average rates for the workshop’s quality and value were 5.4 and 5.1 respectively. The students suggested further similar training when they become military doctors.

Conclusions The simulation-based training programme for improving communication skills with adolescents in military healthcare settings is well appreciated by military doctors.
for its quality and value, with increase in its rating in the course of 10 years. Medical students of the Israeli Medical Corp. respond similarly to the programme and express a need for further training in communication with adolescents.

**THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A TRUSTED ADULT AND ADOLESCENT HEALTH AND EDUCATION OUTCOMES: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW**
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**Aims** The presence of social networks is recognised to be a protective factor for adolescents’ health and wellbeing, with the role of ‘trusted adults’ recently coming into sharper focus. There is, however, little review-level evidence concerning such relationships. Aims: 1) Identify what constitutes a trusted adult. 2) Evaluate the association between trusted adults and adolescent health/education outcomes. 3) Identify how to establish/maintain trusted adult relationships.

**Methods** Search terms (e.g., ‘trusted adult’, ‘natural mentor’, ‘supportive adult’) were used to query 13 bibliographic databases. Inclusion criteria: adolescents aged 10-19 years; role of trusted adult, defined as ‘someone who children and young people may turn to for help, and will take them seriously’; reports health/educational outcomes; published between 01/01/07 and 31/12/17; English language. Exclusion criteria: parenting programmes; focus on populations with specific pre-existing health/learning conditions.

**Results** Of 2,908 retrieved articles, 192 met inclusion criteria. Most described primary quantitative studies (136 articles, including 14 randomised controlled trials) with 25 qualitative and 18 mixed-methods studies. Four meta-analyses, six systematic reviews, and three narrative reviews were also included. Whilst there exists no universal definition of the trusted adult role, commonly observed qualities include assistance with personal emotional problems, a close emotional bond and someone that ‘makes an important positive difference’. Existing quantitative evidence provides an unclear picture of the association between trusted adult presence and adolescent outcomes, with reviews predominantly finding no overall effect or small effect sizes. A number of methodological issues were identified which may, in part, explain these modest and inconclusive findings. Chiefly, quantitative studies tend to use vague definitions of the trusted adult role. Qualitative studies are less ambiguous in this respect and tend to more frequently indicate a beneficial impact of the role. Barriers and facilitators to establishing a trusted adult relationship were identified. These suggest the youth work sector is particularly well placed as a setting to establish trusted adult relationships.

**Conclusion** Methodological limitations in existing literature mean it is difficult to make firm conclusions on the impact of the trusted adult role on adolescent outcomes. Recommendations are proposed for future research including the use of mixed-methods approaches.